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catalog & bidding through Liveauctioneers, Invaluable & Bidsquare
Neue Auctions Will Present a Single Owner Collection Full of Style at Auction, December 3 

200 lots of handsome and stylish paintings, sculptures, and decorative arts and will cross the virtual block in Neue Auctions December 3rd 
online sale. Made up of one gentleman’s hand selected examples, they comprise only a small portion of his life in acquisitions of fine art 
and antiques. 

Paintings and Fine Art are a special interest and there is much to choose from, including Landscapes, Still Lifes, Mid century Modern 
figurative and abstract works, New York City scenes, colorful Post impressionist works and a fine selection of Cleveland School art 
including Rolf Stoll, Carl F. Gaertner, George Adomeit, Edris Eckhardt, Hazel Janicki, William Schock and Joseph B. and Algesa 
O’Sickey. 

Sculpture is an obsession for this collector, who remains anonymous, and the sale is populated with a selection covering the 17th, 18th, 
19th, 20th and 21st centuries. Grand Tour bronzes include fine examples of Diana of Gabii, Mercury, Aphrodite Tying Her sandal, the 
Abduction of the Sabine Woman after Giambologna, the Spinario, the Dancing Faun and other favorites. There are also intriguing 
modernist sculptures including an Arnaldo Pomodoro relief dated 1956 and a good selection of Cleveland School hand built ceramic 
sculptures of African-American subject matter.  There is a modernist carved bone figure by sculptor and American film and television 
character actor Jerry Hardin, whose successful career spans 50 + years and who, inspired by 16thc/17thc. artist Jacques Callot, also took 
to carving sculptures from bone. Ohio master woodcarver John T. Sharp is represented by a carved black cherry solid carved wood 
sculpture entitled Robin, carved as a Robin perched on a headstone, estimate $1,500-$2,500. 

Other plums are to be found and are automatic win-wins for any collector or home furnisher so please check out our online catalog on 
Live Auctioneers, Invaluable and Bidsquare. This is an exceptional chance to tune in and pick up some wonderful finds that are sure to 
enhance your living space or your shop selections.

Follow us on social media for updates and insights @neueauctions neueauctions.com consign@neueauctions.com 


